1. Call to order
2. Approval of fall meeting minutes
3. College update
4. Standing Committee reports
5. University Senate report
6. Award presentations
ALL ABOARD!
WELCOME
WE’RE GLAD YOU’RE HERE
NEW STAFF

Joseph Ballard
Student Program Specialist & Academic Advisor

Travis Tester
Director of Donor Relations & Events

Eric Woods
Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations
FAREWELL & BEST WISHES
YOU WILL BE MISSED
RETIREMENTS

Linda Conner
Student Services

Karen Diamond
HDFS

Jacqueline Emmerton
PSY

Bob Walkup
HSCI

William Murphy
SLHS

Neil Zimmerman
HSCI
AWARD WINNING
SO MUCH TO CELEBRATE!
UNIVERSITY RECOGNITION

Jim Elicker
HDFS

Faculty Engagement Scholarship Award

Jim Fleet
NUTR

Distinguished Professor

Liping Cai
HHS Admin/HTM

ACE Fellow
UNIVERSITY RECOGNITION

George Hollich
PSY
Murphy Award

Jan Ogden
HTM
Kaplan Award for Exceptional Customer Service

Connie Weaver
NUTR
McCoy Award; Spirit of the Land Grant Mission Award
To Professor
• David Ertmer (SLHS)

To Clinical Professor
• Jennifer Simpson (SLHS)

To Associate Professor
• Azza Ahmed (NUR)
• Cheryl Cooky (HK)
• Karen Yehle (NUR)
• Ulrike Dydak (HSCI)
• Melissa Franks (HDFS)
OUTSTANDING SENIORS

Katherine Azzi  Kirsten Clawson  Katie Groff  Jonathan Oskvarek  Lauren Rigg

CSR  NUTR  HTM  PSY  HSCI

Courtney Rowland  David Rubio  Lauren Schnurr  Stephanie Westfall

SLHS  HDFS  HK  NUR
STRATEGIC PLAN

MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
“Recruiting increasingly well-prepared and diverse students...”
- New videos promote how HHS majors connect with careers in business/health/science
- Indiana Challenge Match – 26 new scholarships

“Increasing experiential learning...”
- New learning communities (PSY and SLHS) will begin next fall
- 259 students studied abroad (2012-2013)
- Added Dublin, Ireland, as a global strategic partner location

“Promote collaborative advising...”
- Campus-wide initiative to set common expectations for advisors’ roles
- Four academic advisors traveled to Dublin study abroad sites

“Enhance students’ career preparation...”
- Faculty taskforce for new majors, minors, certificates

PURDUE
HEALTH & HUMAN SCIENCES
“Promote discovery in established and emerging research areas...”
• Finalizing research themes across the college
• Creation of HHS research website
• Weekly e-roster of HHS research seminars
• Ongoing Chronic Disease Prevention cluster hiring

“Create and maintain core services...”
• HHS Research Advisory Council
• HHS Graduate Program Directors Council

“Enhance the infrastructure...create core services...”
• Focused quest for MRI on campus
“Strengthen relations with our alumni...”
• Many Alumni events (Meet the Dean, Naples Weekend, Distinguished Alumni Awards)

“Strengthen our connections with industry and healthcare systems...”
• Emerging plan to partner with IU Arnett for autism screening
• New Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations

“Increase collaboration between Purdue Extension and HHS...”
• New extension specialist position in NUR to deliver health and wellness programs to the people of Indiana
**Short-term**

- Develop staff recognition & professional development programs
- Develop faculty engagement awards

**Long-term**

- Develop college conference that promotes cross collaboration and focuses on HHS research themes
SPREADING THE NEWS ABOUT HHS
• 31% of Purdue students CODO at least once
• 42% will graduate from their original entry college; 27% from alternative college
• Majority of HHS CODOs are from USP and CLA
• HHS has highest net CODO import
• HHS CODO in = 583 (24% of WL CODO activity)
• HHS CODO out = 170 (7%)
LIFE INSPIRED

**KEYNOTE SPEAKER**

**DR. DAVID SATCHER**
FORMER US SURGEON GENERAL

Purdue Fashion Association
Spring Fashion Show

**HTM SOCIETY**
Black Tie Dinner

**COLLEGE OF HEALTH & HUMAN SCIENCES**
STUDY ABROAD PHOTO CONTEST

**HHS** Signature Events

**HAMMER DOWN FOR HEALTH**
FITNESS FAIR
HHS AWARDS

AND THE AWARD GOES TO...
Awarded annually to HHS undergraduate educators who demonstrate superior ability to:

• communicate effectively with students
• enhance student desire to master the material
• counsel and advise students outside of class
• contribute to the quality of the student experience through participation on committees related to undergraduate instruction
• participate in other activities that enhance student learning and development
Congratulations to...

Jennifer Dobbs-Oates
Clinical Assistant Professor
Department of Human Development and Family Studies
Outstanding Undergraduate Education

Congratulations to...
George Hollich
Associate Professor
Department of Psychological Sciences

Purdue Health & Human Sciences
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR

Awarded annually to a HHS faculty member who demonstrates sustained and significant contributions to graduate education through activities such as:

• Well-structured relationships with students that lead to successful completion of masters and doctoral degrees. These relationships include service on committees, mentoring, funding, intellectual and creative support, advocacy, and respect for students

• Innovative graduate teaching

• Significant administration of graduate programs
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR

Congratulations to...

Laurence Leonard
Distinguished Professor
Department of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Awarded annually to a HHS doctoral student who demonstrates:

• excellence in research
• outstanding scholarly activities
• exceptional service to his/her academic unit and to HHS
• a promising, productive career in his/her field
Outstanding Doctoral Student

Congratulations to...

Gregory Weber
School of Health Sciences
Advisor: Jennifer Freeman, Assistant Professor
Awarded annually to a HHS graduate student who demonstrates:

• excellence in research
• outstanding scholarly activities
• exceptional service to his/her academic unit and to HHS
• a promising, productive career in his/her field
Outstanding Masters Student

Congratulations to...

Evelyn Mercado
Human Development and Family Studies
Advisor: Leah Hibel, Assistant Professor
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!